Seeds of Transformation hidden in our Shadow
Jayni Bloch’s - Fall 2018 HEALING CIRCLE

5 Weeks of Shadow Exploration
Find clues in your ‘shadow’ that liberates
you magically through consciousness!
The marvel of doing shadow work in a group
enhances the illumination 10-fold.
Enroll now: kpc@genian.net with your deposit $250
and secure your place (limited space). $750 for 5,
2-hour sessions, claimable from your medical
insurance for psychological services.
Dates: November 5,12,19,26 and December 3;
Monday evenings 6:30 to 8:30 pm.

Week 1

Colors of the darkness

Re-defining the Seeds of Growth from your
shadows:
Gifts and Divine Essences growing out of Shadows,
for example –
Co-dependence

Sensitivity

Inertia

Determination

Chaos

Inventive

Leadership/Service

Wisdom/Coach

Creative/Creator

And many more….

Light illuminates because of the shadows

Week 2
Practical strategies and principles to help you
transform your shadow into gifts. Come find your specific
shadow – the challenges in your life and see how to turn them
into Gift and Divine Essence manifestations.

Assignments and projects to support enhancement
of these principles.

Week 3
What happens when we ‘suppress’ our Shadow and
what happens when our Shadow becomes ‘reactive’.
Examples are discussed and illustrated. More
practical assignments to stimulate awareness and
internal growth.

Week 4
More about the qualities of Divine Essence and how
to distinguish it from personality Gifts. How does it
come about inside you? We will discuss strategies of
growth and managing the principle of awareness or
mindfulness, and what it means to live with these
principles in practice.

Week 5
Conclusions and summaries of what we have
discovered and learned together, by sharing
experiences and examples of our shadowwork, as well as celebrating our new
connections and opportunities to reflect
with the support of our group who serves as
a mirror in those reflections of our spiritual
evolution.

